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Recap of Where We Are

• Identification of Research and Sample Design 

Development/Adaptation of EGRA Instrument

• Procedures for EGRA Administration and Scoring

• Establishment of Electronic Data Capture System

• Assessor Evaluation and Selection 

• Pilot and Full Data Collection 

• Use and Dissemination of EGRA Results

• Planning and Managing EGRA Implementation 
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Session Objectives

• Be knowledgeable about best practices for EGRA 

administration.

• Learn how to administer and record responses for 

common EGRA subtasks. 

• Understand how common EGRA subtask scores are 

generated.
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Paper-Based EGRA Administration
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Tablet-Based EGRA Administration



Materials and Setup

1. Assessor protocol

2. Pupil stimulus

3. Stopwatch* 

4. Pencil and eraser* 

5. Small item for pupil 

(e.g., pencil)

6. Additional materials for 

overall data collection 

(see handout)

*needed only for paper-

based administration 6

Handout 6.1: EGRA Scavenger Hunt for Participants

Handout 6.2: EGRA instrument and Pupil Questionnaire

Handout 6.3: EGRA Pupil Stimulus



Activity: Handout 6.1: EGRA Scavenger Hunt

• With a partner, review the EGRA assessor protocol. 

• Use Handout 6.2 and Handout 6.3: EGRA Instrument and Pupil 

Questionnaire and EGRA Pupil Stimulus to search for particular 

items or features.
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Handout 6.2: EGRA Instrument and Pupil Questionnaire
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Handout 6.3 EGRA Pupil Stimulus



Principles of Test Administration

• Ethics

– Pupils are always asked to provide assent

– Names or other identifying information about pupils, schools, and/or teachers is 

not released

– Assessor interacts with pupils in a friendly manner to put them at ease

• Reliability and Consistency

– Assessment is administered the same way to all pupils

– Directions are read verbatim and in a language that is familiar to the pupil (may 

be different from language tested) 

– Practice exercises ensure pupils know what to do

• Objectivity

– Assessors are trained to evaluate responses (as correct or incorrect) the same 

way, based on specific rules and criteria

– Assessors are trained not to coach pupils in any way
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Assent and Rapport 

Assessors should:

1. Introduce themselves and ask the child 

a few friendly questions. 

2. Speak in a language familiar to the 

child.

3. Use friendly body language to try and 

put the child at ease.

4. Read the assent box verbatim and 

check if the child agrees to participate.
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If a child does not agree to participate, or is unable to, the 

assessor should then select another child.



EGRA Instructions, Administration, and Scoring Rules

• Based on other reading assessment protocols (e.g., DIBELS)

• Have been updated based on experience since EGRA was first 

developed. 
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Instructions to pupils and administration rules and scoring 

rules are designed to: 

• Be as clear as possible to avoid confusion.

• Minimize time needed for test administration. 

• Provide opportunities for child to practice.

• Allow child to respond to maximum number of items.

• Maximize reliability of results (children’s scores). 



Handout 6.4: Scoring EGRA Subtasks
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Common EGRA Subtasks 

We Will Learn How to 

Administer Today:

1. Identification of initial sounds 

in words

2. Letter sound identification

3. Oral reading fluency with 

comprehension
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Instrument Organization

Directions to 

assessor

Directions to 

read to pupil
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Items to 

score



Instruction Symbols (Icons) on Assessor Protocol (Paper)

• Indicates you should use the pupil stimuli.

• Indicates if the subtask is timed.

• Indicates if there is an “auto-stop” rule that 

applies to the subtask.

• Indicates that the pupil should be prompted to 

go to the next item after “X” seconds if s/he 

does not respond in any way (“nudging rule”).
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Marking Rules and Symbols

• Indicates how to mark the pupil’s responses.

• Draw a slash mark over each item for which the 

pupil provides an incorrect response.

• Circle the slashed item if the pupil self-corrects 

(and the item was already slashed).

• If the pupil skips an entire line, draw a line 

through all of the items.

A      e      j      r      t      s      z      n      p      y      I

• Draw a bracket after the item attempted when the 

timer reaches 0 (or the child is at the end of the 

subtask). 17



Phonemic Awareness: 

Initial Word Sound– Administration Protocol

 NO pupil stimulus

 NOT timed

 Read instructions and present examples

 Mark responses as correct, incorrect, or no response

 Observe auto-stop rule 
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Activity: Practice Initial Sounds Subtask  

1) In groups of 3, rotate playing the 

roles of:

– Assessor

– Child

– Observer

2) Discuss the experience of 

administering the subtask. 

• What did you find most difficult? Least 

difficult?

• Share your observations on training 

strategies.
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Letter Sounds – Administration Protocol 

 Place pupil stimuli in front of child. Read the instructions and conduct the examples.

 When the child says the first letter, start the timer (cued to 1 minute if using stopwatch)

 If the child does not say the first letter after 3 seconds, tell the child to go to the next item (3-second 

“nudging rule”).

 While the child reads, record responses. Observe auto-stop rule (first 10 items).

 When the timer rings/stops (after 1 minute is up)….

– Draw a bracket after the last item attempted. 

– Write the number of seconds remaining at the bottom of the page. If 0 seconds remain, write 0.

 If the child reads all the letters BEFORE the timer stops….

– Draw a bracket after the last letter in the subtask.

– At the same time, hit “stop” on the stopwatch and record the time remaining.
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Video 6.1: Letter Sound Identification



Letter Sounds – Scoring on Paper
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Letter Sounds – Scoring on Paper
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Letter Sounds – Scoring on Paper
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Letter Sounds – Scoring Guidelines

• A letter must be pronounced correctly to be marked as correct.

• Letter sounds should be “pure” sounds. 

– Example: the letter “b” should be pronounced without a 

significant vowel sound at the end – /b/ and not “buh”

• Trainers and assessors need to agree on what is acceptable 

pronunciation based on official correct pronunciation and 

contextual factors, such as second-language issues that may 

affect pronunciation. 

– While the “Queen’s English” (or equivalent) may not be 

required for correctness, certain standards are necessary. 
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Handout 6.5: English Letter Sounds Reference Sheet



Handout 6.5: English Letter Sounds Reference Sheet
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Using the Stopwatch

• For fluency tasks, the timer is set 

to count DOWN from 1 minute.

• To set the timer to 1 minute, 

push the button with the “M” on 

it.

• Next, push the “Start/Stop” 

button.

• To clear the time remaining, 

press the “M” and the “S” buttons 

simultaneously.
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Activity: Practice Letter Sounds Subtask  

1. In groups of 3, rotate playing the role 

of:

– Assessor

– Child

– Observer

2. Discuss the experience of 

administering the subtask. 

• What did you find most difficult? Least 

difficult?

• Share your observations on training 

strategies.
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Remember!
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Teaching

or Coaching!



Oral Reading Fluency – Administration Rules 

 Similar to letter sounds and nonwords in terms of pupil stimuli, 

instructions, examples, timer/stopwatch, and item marking

 3-second “nudging rule” applies 

 Auto-stop rule applies, but number of items varies depending on story 

construction 

 A word must be pronounced correctly to be marked as correct 
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Oral Reading Fluency – Scoring 
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Record the time remaining.



Reading Comprehension – Scoring Rules 

• Not timed 

• No pupil stimulus

• Read instructions

• Mark responses appropriately

• Ask only the questions 

pertaining to the amount of text 

read
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Reading Comprehension – Scoring 
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In this example, questions 2–5 should not be asked because the 

child did not read enough of the ORF passage.



Oral Reading Fluency with Comprehension 

Scoring Guidelines:

• A word must be pronounced correctly to be marked as 

correct.

• A word must be read completely when the time is up to 

be marked as correct.

• Responses to comprehension questions must match 

agreed-upon correct responses.  
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Activity Practice Subtasks:

Oral Reading Fluency with Comprehension

1) In pairs, practice administering 

the subtasks. 

2) Discuss the experience of 

administering the subtask. 

• What did you find most difficult? 

Least difficult?

• Share your observations on training 

strategies.
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What Do Low- and High-Performing Learners Sound Like?
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Video 6.2:  Low and High Performers on EGRA in Ghana


